A revised metric for calculating acoustic dispersion applied to stop inventories.
Dispersion Theory [DT; Liljencrants and Lindblom (1972). Language 12(1), 839-862] claims that acoustically dispersed vowel inventories should be typologically common. Dispersion is often quantified using triangle area between three mean vowel formant points. This approach is problematic; it ignores distributions, which affect speech perception [Clayards, Tanenhaus, Aslin, and Jacobs (2008). Cognition 108, 804-809]. This letter proposes a revised metric for calculating dispersion which incorporates covariance. As a test case, modeled vocal tract articulatory-acoustic data of stop consonants [Schwartz, Boe, Badin, and Sawallis (2012). J. Phonetics 40, 20-36] are examined. Although the revised metric does not recover DT predictions for stop inventories, it changes results, showing that dispersion results depend on metric choice, which is often overlooked. The metric can be used in any acoustic space to include information about within-category variation when calculating dispersion.